Editorial

Weather May Play Bigger Factor Than Economy in Bike Sales
Economic news these days is bleak.
Consumer spending stagnated over the
first three months of the year as costs of
food and energy skyrocketed.
Yet even as the U.S. economy continues to sputter, many in the industry
are bullish on sales. Indeed, bike companies have historically posted steady
sales during past economic slowdowns,
fostering a common belief that the business is recession-proof.

Still, uncertainty lingers—and with
reason. While it remains to be seen how
economic pressures will impact bike
sales this season, weather patterns could
have a more profound effect. The Bicycle
Product Suppliers Association reported
that through February unit sales were
down 15 percent while sales dollars declined 10 percent. Some of that decline
may be less a factor of the economy as
of a tough winter that delivered record

snowfalls across the country.
Anecdotal evidence indicates that
sales have since picked up as the late
snow melts and flowers bloom. Public
companies such as Dorel reported stellar first-quarter sales in its bike division, boosted in part by sales through
the specialty channel. Perhaps consumers, eager to put the long winter behind
them, are purchasing new equipment.
But in some regions snow still lingers

and mountain trails are too muddy to
ride. Faced with a short riding season
coupled with a tighter budget, consumers may defer new bike purchases until
next year.
The weakened U.S. economy dictates
that retailers and suppliers keep a close
eye on economic indicators to manage
their businesses. But they would do well
to pay as much attention to The Weather Channel as to CNN.

Guest Editorial

Fire Insurance Should Fully Cover Inventory, Business Assets
BY DAVID TURNER
Many in the bicycle business are lovers of the sport and the lifestyle before
they are business people. Some, even
though astute business people, don’t always make perfect decisions.
Three big bicycle stores in Canada
have burned down during the past year.
Since the last fire, which occurred in
my territory, I have spoken with several of my dealers and found to my surprise that most are not as aware as they
should be as to the details or extent of
their insurance coverage.
Given the very best scenario where
fires occur, insurance companies don’t
like to pay out large claims and they
tend to prolong the process of settling.
One dealer increased his inventory
coverage on the day after the fire of

his competitor. Another didn’t know
whether or not his customers’ bicycles
were insured while in his store for repair. He was also unsure whether he had
coverage for loss of wages for his employees. He is one of the sharper guys
I know in the business, but attention to
such details can slip by unnoticed until
circumstances call attention to them.
The cost of insuring one’s inventory
to the maximum is very important and
the cost is little different from insuring,
say to 80 percent of maximum. If one
wishes to “roll the dice” one must be
aware of the risks and be prepared for
the loss. Can any dealers afford a 20 percent loss on $500,000 in inventory?
Here are a few points dealers may
wish to consider:
1. Have inventory insured to the

maximum value on a day early in the
year when all your bookings have been
received and you’ve sold very little. Or
understand the risks involved with only
partial coverage. The bookings will still
have to be paid even though the bikes
have melted.
2. Have your customers’ bikes insured. Can you imagine having to tell
someone that their Park Edition is gone
and they will be required to pay the deductible on their house insurance policy if they’re lucky enough to have one?
Most of the guys who ride those don’t!
3. Make it harder not easier for an
arsonist. No cardboard or pallets at the
back door.
4. Have perfect records backed up
daily and kept offsite. In today’s technological age there is no excuse for los-

ing all your records. Photos of the store
should be available.
5. Have loss of business insurance,
based on the fact that it could take a
year or more to rebuild and start over.
6. Be informed and understand exactly what you have and what you can
expect if there is a serious problem.
7. Have employee income replacement insurance for key employees.
There is no perfect solution, but there
are things one can do to make the loss
more bearable. Having adequate insurance coverage may be the difference between one’s ability to start over or going
to work for the competition.
David Turner is a senior road rep for
Norco Bicycles in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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